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Committee Introductions #7 

Kate Terry 

My first memory of bridge was as a young child, about five years old, We used 

to go and stay with my grandmother in Brixham, Devon a few times a year and 

she always arranged at least one bridge party during our visit. She was a very 

keen club player (rubber bridge in England back then of course) and would invite 

five of her friends so there were two full tables (with my mother and father being 

the guest pair). On the day of the bridge party I felt their sense of anticipation 

and excitement, my brother and I were sent to bed with a special supper and 

our grandmother and parents dressed up for the occasion. I remember creeping 

downstairs and watching what was going on through the crack in the door. I 

think I resolved then and there that bridge would be the game for me… 

I was born in Kent. My mother was Head of the Physio Department at Bromley 

hospital and took me to work with her from the age of six weeks. She and I have 

agreed this explains my commitment to work (and sometimes crazy hours). We 

moved to Devon in 1976, going to a warmer location for my father’s health and 

with my parents wanting to be self-sufficient (and live the dream from the TV 

programme “The Good Life”). We grew all our fruit and vegetables, had a house 

cow, sheep, pigs, geese and chooks. I milked the cow every day before school – 

because I was the fastest milker.  

When I was ten years old I was formally invited to watch the adults play bridge. 

By this time my card education had started, playing whist, pontoon and various 

games of patience. Watching only made me want to play the game even more. 

So a bridge friend of my parents was given the task of introducing me to the 

game. She was lovely and a good teacher, I lapped up her opinions on the Goren 

system (16-18 No Trump and 5-card Majors). For the next couple of years I 

enjoyed some evenings of social rubber bridge from time to time at home. But 

my parents were not that keen – my mother had her work, my father had his 

acting and singing – so bridge was not a regular thing. 

As a teenager I did not enjoy school (although I did very well academically) and 

sport was my focus. I played cricket (for a boy’s team as there was no girls cricket 

in Devon schools), hockey and threw the discus. I had to stop playing soccer after 

Primary School which was a shame as it was a game I loved. My evenings and 

weekends were taken up with homework, sports practice and chores. Plus a bit 

of singing – one time I won a competition and got to spend a day in a recording 

studio which was brilliant. I had inherited my grandmother’s genes for bridge 
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and sport – she was also a hockey and cricket rep and been disappointed that 

none of her other eleven grandchildren had inherited her sportiness and love of 

bridge. 

Then at sixteen I discovered the stage. There was something amazing about 

performing. I was good enough to be offered a place at Drama School but my 

parents – probably wisely – talked me out of it. After studying English, Film and 

Drama – and with no idea what to do for work - I took the Civil Service entrance 

exam and moved to London to join Her Majesty’s Customs and Excise. It was not 

a great fit – an opinionated, sporty woman into a macho world where female 

staff were required to wear skirts or dresses (and tights or stockings until the 

memo arrived in summer saying they were no longer required). After my father’s 

sudden death in 1990 I was invited to work for a small business as a researcher 

and admin assistant. It did not take long for me to take up the offer. I was there 

for close to a decade, helping grow the business and ending up as Principal 

Consultant with a raft of projects for blue chip clients under my belt. It was an 

amazing time, but I’ll leave it for another day… Although things were good I 

knew I wanted to extend myself – and possibly move to New Zealand – so 

decided to undertake some more study in psychology, with a specific additional 

focus on computers and technology. 

I barely played bridge at all from the age of seventeen until I migrated to New 

Zealand in 2003. It was an occasional pastime. Maybe a game at home (although 

my father and brother were not that keen) or latterly on my visits to New 

Zealand to see my mother. But I still thought about the game – I just had no idea 

how or where to play it and nobody to ask. I will always regret not playing serious 

bridge much earlier in life. When I first walked into Auckland Bridge Club for a 

club session I was absolutely petrified – but at the same time felt I had come 

home. After a serious car accident in 2008 I finally woke up to the fact there was 

more to life than work and from 2009 decided to take bridge seriously. 

Moving to New Zealand had been on the cards for a long time. My parents 

looked to emigrate here when I was about six, but my grandmother had a fall 

and they decided they could not leave England. My mother moved here in 1992 

and I loved the country when I visited (most Christmases from 1993 onwards). 

When my brother was killed in a train crash in 2001 I promised my mother I 

would actually make the move, when the loose ends were all sorted I sold my 

flat and took the plunge. I got a consultancy job for a social research company 

and then, in October 2006, joined Nielsen as an Associate Director. I was 

promoted to Regional Director, running one of their business units and travelling 
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far more than is healthy for anyone! Since Jan 2016 I have run my own research 

and consulting business and it is working really well.  

Bridge has already given me so much. I met Karen at 

the bridge table and that great fortune has given me 

more than I could ever have dreamed of. Bridge was 

also something my mother and I could do together 

which we did with some modest success. The 

highlight was winning the Intermediate Pairs at the 

Thames Festival in January 2011, my last 

tournament as an Intermediate player. It is a very 

special memory. My goal now 

remains working hard at my 

game and becoming the best 

bridge player I can be (I know this 

will be a lifelong commitment ) 

and also giving back to this 

wonderful game in whatever way 

I can. If my grandmother is 

watching I hope I am making her smile… 

60th Jubilee Celebrations 

Tickets will soon come on sale for the 60th Jubilee dinner on June 24th.  The 

price will be $40.00 per ticket and they will be on sale soon. The guest speaker 

is one of New Zealand’s top bridge players Michael Ware and the chair of New 

Zealand Bridge is also attending. 

This is a not to miss occasion!! 

Virtual Bouquet – Juliet Pearson 

A big thank you to Juliet for her fabulous green fingered 

assistance. Juliet maintains the outside gardens on a 

Thursday and they always look lovely. Thank you so much 

Juliet for your work and much appreciated service to the 

club.    

 

Kate with her Mum, Helen 

Kate with the NZ Mixed Pairs trophy 
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Beginner’s Lessons 2017 
 

We are well through our lesson programme for 

2017.  This year, the Mount Maunganui and Te 

Puke clubs have held their own lessons.  We 

have co-ordinated our lessons so that each 

lesson is held in the same week at each club.  

This means that if a player is unable to attend 

on a particular night they can then go to the 

same lesson at another club on a different night.  

Many players have taken advantage of this option.  In fact, there are many 

who have gone along to the lessons twice. 

We have 3 lessons remaining and will be tackling doubles, weak 2’s and big 

hands over the next few weeks.  The hard work then really begins with working 

towards transitioning the beginner’s through to club bridge for the remainder 

of the year.  We focus mainly on getting the beginner’s up to speed and 

helping them to gain the confidence to mix it with the big boys.  We will start 

to move them through to our Wednesday group from July onwards. 

This is a very important time and it is vital that these players are encouraged.  

There must be nothing but positive feedback and support.  Any negative 

comments have the potential to turn away a beginner for ever.  In particular: 

 The beginner’s must not feel that they are being rushed, or told what to 

do (or what not to do).   

 They must be welcomed with a smile and positive words.   

 They should not be doubled when they are obviously in a bad contract – 

the risk of losing a player because they are upset that they gave away 

1100 points is not worth the good board.   

You may even wish to consider giving somebody their bid back in certain 

situations – for example, not bidding game after a 2C opening, or passing in an 

Ace-asking sequence.  This is obviously against the ‘rules’ of the game, but it is 

a NICE thing to do.   

If anybody has any great ideas about what we can do as a club to promote a 

friendly and stress free environment for our new players, I would appreciate 

the feedback.  It is always disappointing that we spend so much time teaching 

these new players, and yet we still lose so many once lessons have finished. 
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Our teaching team have put in a huge effort this year.  Thank you to Steve 

Francks, Bruce Inglis, Colin Roberts, Dianne Menzies, Alan Turner, Judy 

McLeod, Joy Bates, Mary Toner, Linley Hay, Shirley Bain, Graham Young and 

Jan Gyenge who have helped out.  We have an amazing group of helpers and it 

is a pleasure having you all on the team.  Thank you to you all. 

 
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Historical Hiccups  #3 - From ‘Eve’ 

The year was 1385. Richard II, the young king of England, was lounging aboard 

the royal barge on the river Thames, accompanied by Sir John Montagu (one of 

his favourite courtiers) and Geoffrey Chaucer (poet, diplomat, clerk of the 

King’s Works). Chaucer was moodily sipping a goblet of wine... On St George’s 

Day 1374 (when artistic endeavours were traditionally rewarded) Edward III 

had granted him a gallon of wine daily for the rest of his life. When Richard 

ascended the throne the liquid stipend had ceased...  

 “Ich will a gamen of brigge” sighed Richard, “ – sadly we aren but thre...” 

Chaucer glanced at a passing barge “My freende John Gower, I trowe!” he said. 

“Parfit!” responded the king, “we aren fower!” and he promptly invited John 

Gower to join them. After a brief conversation in which Richard commissioned 

a work from the poet (being, as he was, a patron of the arts) John agreed to 

join the threesome in a hand or two of bridge. Richard was particularly keen to 

show off his pack of cards – brought back from Paris following one of the 

frequent skirmishes. “Frensh!” he said proudly. “Your dele, Chaucer”. 

Chaucer fancied the look of his hand: K107543  AQ9863  2. Fortunately, the 

royal system included Tartan Twos; he opened with a solid 2♠. John Gower, a 
cautious man by nature, hesitated and finally bid 2NT. Richard passed and Sir 

John Montagu bid 4♥. Chaucer was far from pleased! Determined not to 

capitulate so easily, he continued with 5♦. John Gower raised his eyebrows.                                                                          
“And therfore, at the kinges court, my brother, Ech man for himself, there is 
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non other” (1) pronounced Chaucer defiantly. Gower studied his own hand, 

hesitated again, and finally passed. Richard corrected the contract to 5♠ which 
was passed around to Gower. This time he did not hesitate.... He smiled and 
doubled! These were the hands: 

     Richard II 

John Gower           862                                               Sir John Montagu                                                      

     K72                                                                                               

AQJ9     74     3                                            

Q104     QJ984     AJ9865                                       

K5          J102                                    

A1076     Geoffrey Chaucer   K53                                                                     

                                                                                                                   

     K10754                                                                                                                      

     3                                                                                                    

     AQ9863                                                                                                       

                     

John Gower led the ♥4. Chaucer played low from dummy; Sir John Montagu 

took the trick with the ♥J, returning a spade to Gower who cashed the ♣A and 

continued with the ♥Q. When the dust settled, Chaucer had made only six 

tricks... Sir John nodded at his partner, saying “The smyler with the knyf under 

the cloke” as he totted up the score – five light, vulnerable and doubled!  

1400!!                                                                                                                    

“He is y-fallen out of heigh degree       

Into miserie and endeth wrecchedly” (1)                                                                                                                                              
intoned John Gower somewhat piously. Even the king could not resist a word 
of criticism. “The gretteste clerkes been noght the wisest men.” 

Ah...1400...  a fateful number... Little did the participants of that hand know it, 
but destiny had more in store: In 1400 John Gower became blind.                                                                                                  
In 1400, in January, Sir John Montagu was executed by beheading.   

In 1400, in February, Richard II died in captivity.                                                                         
In 1400, in October, Geoffrey Chaucer died of unknown causes. 

Footnote (1): Poets often spoke in rhyming couplets 
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Inter Provincial Teams 

The IP Teams trials were held over the weekend to choose the teams to 

represent Waikato/Bays at the national event later in the year. The teams to 

represent us are: 

Women – Kate Terry and Judy Pawson, Christine and Jenna Gibbons 

Open – Linley Hay and Bruce Inglis, Tom Winiata and Tom Henwood 

Intermediate – Brenda Birss and Pamela Pedersen, Brian Gallaher and Brian 

Sullivan 

Seniors – Rachelle Pelkman and Murray Wood, Tony Hacking and Pat 

Rutherford 

The Chef de Mission: Karen Martelletti 

Congratulations to these players. Tauranga is very well represented!  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Intermediate Team                          Open Team 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Seniors team                                                       Womens Team 
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Etiquette #6 
To ensure things keep moving, once the Director has called ‘East West move’, 
people should move on from the table as soon as they can. Often tricky hands 
can take longer to play and there is a delay. This is normal. However, in respect 
of the players who follow you should move on directly. Staying to write down 
the result on your own hand record, discussing the board, or waiting to look at 
the bridge mate to see what the result was or look at the hands, means that 
the people who follow you have less time to play the next hand. 
  
On the lighter side. A few quotes from ‘Rueful Rabbit’ 
 

 I know we agreed to lead A from AK. Sorry my fault. I promise to have 
the King next time. 

 I can concentrate at will on all the hands except the one I am 
currently playing. 

 Some declarers have difficulty counting the opponent’s 
distribution. I have the same problem with Dummy’s 
distribution. 

 If I work very hard at it, I may be able to achieve mediocrity. 

 I expect the worst in bridge and am rarely disappointed. 

 I am so unlucky that in all my life, no one has ever revoked against me. 

 Through constant practice, I have become an expert loser. 

 Your bidding and card play are not on the same high level as the rest of 
your game. 

  I don’t understand why you couldn’t see my signal, partner. Everyone 
knows that a singleton is the top of nothing.  

 There are three kinds of bridge players – those who can count and those 
who can’t. 

 Too bad partner, that was an unlucky grand slam. The ace of trumps was 
offside.  
 

Overloaded Bridge:  
While a physician was examining a new patient's 
ruddy complexion and blood pressure, the 
patient said, "I already know I have very high 
blood pressure, Doc." 
"Does it come from your mother's side or your 
father's?" the doctor asked. 
"Neither," Wayne replied. "It's from my bridge 
partner’ 
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Tournament Results  
 
Hamilton Ladies (Open) 
2nd – Judy Pawson and Kate Terry  
5th – Judy Mcleod and Judith Malcom 
 
BOP Pairs (Round one) 
1st – Julie Sheridan and Dot Skousgaard 
3rd – Rachelle Pelkman and Murray Wood 
6th – Judy Pawson and Kate Terry 
 
Wellington Congress (Open Swiss pairs) 
5th – Kate Terry and Karen Martelletti 
 
Auckland Easter Walk In Pairs 
4th – Sam and Jo Simpson  
 
Tauranga Open Pairs 
1st – Rachelle Pelman and Richard Solomon 
 
Waihi All Grade 8B pairs 
4th – Tony Hacking and Pat Rutherford 
 
Mount Multi-Grade  Pairs 
1st - Christine and Jenna Gibbons 
2nd – Julie Sheridan and Karen Martelletti 
3rd – Kate Terry and Judy Pawson 
5th – Pam Bell and Pat Ware 

Best Junior/Intermediate Pair: Jill Ussher & Irene Williams 
Best Intermediate Pair: Pamela Pedersen & Brenda Birss 
Best Open/Intermediate Pair: Amanda Smith & Joy Bates 

Te Puke Restricted Pairs  
1st - Amanda Smith & Joy Bates 
2nd - Bren Birss & Pamela Pedersen 
4th - Sadie Vernall & Lorraine Murrie 
5th - Julie Sheridan & Robyn Knight 

North Island Teams 

3rd - Sam and Jo Simpson with team mates Grant Jarvis and Jan Cormack 
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Club event winners: February to early May 
 

Monday 
Christine Grant Handicap Pairs: Daphne Hoyle & Diana Maltby  
The Local Plumber No Fear Pairs: Amanda Smith & Tony Hacking 
Café Istanbul Restricted Teams: Diana Foster, Pamela Pedersen, Julie Sheridan, 
Karen Martelletti 
Craigs Investments Champagne Stakes: Scratch: Karen Martelletti & Julie 
Sheridan Handicap: Derek Webb & Rosalind Phillips 
 

Tuesday 
Bay City Rentals Property Pairs: June Barclay & Jenni Ross  
Neighbourhood Beer Kitchen Handicap Pairs: Mavis Meyer & Carolyn Parker 
Craigs Investment Partners Double Dose Singles:  Scratch: Pat Rutherford        
Handicap: Shirley Knight 
Farmer Motor Group Autovillage Handicap Pairs: Judy Waldvogel & Margaret 
Athy 
 

Wednesday 
Baybat Batteries Re-Charged Handicap Pairs:  Hilary McKenna & Mike Newton  
Ceiling Fan Company Handicap Pairs: Jacquie Loney & Christine Denne 
Bayleys Lifestyle Block Pairs: Billie Drysdale & Malcolm Drysdale 
Martelletti Consulting Pairs: Angela Newton & Mike Newton 
Andrea Cawley Junior Champ Teams: Jill Stewart & Kathy Abel, Jenny Lynam & 
Pam Miles  

 

Thursday 
Craigs Investment Partners Double Dose Pairs: Scratch:  Rachelle Pelkman & 
Murray Wood. Handicap: Lorraine Murrie & Kay Wright  
Bayleys Real Estate Handicap Pairs: Jo Simpson & Sam Simpson 
Travelcom Championship Singles: Karen Martelletti 
Jackson Reeves Handicap Teams: Alan Turner, Sam Simpson & Graham Young, 
Shirley Bain 
 

Friday 
Brookfield Amcal Pharmacy Waitangi Handicap Pairs: Melanie Rex & Gilda 
Rowland 
Cherrywood Shoes Pewter Handicap Pairs: Sybil Anderson & Ali Smit 
Althorp Village Pairs: Kate Terry & Graham Young 
Café Istanbul Pairs: Tony Hacking & Norm Silcock 
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A BIG thank you to our sponsors without whom we would not be able to have 

competitions! Please help in return by supporting their businesses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Althorpe Village Andrea Cawley - Eves 
Baybat Batteries NZ Ltd Bay City Rentals 
Blomquist’s Bakery Brookfield Amcal Pharmacy 
Café Istanbul Café Versailles 
Car Air BOP Ltd Ceiling Fan Company 
Champers hair Studio Cherrywood Shoes 
Cobblestone Court Motel Digital Photographics and Video 
Duyvestyn Drainage Farmer Motor Group 
Fraser Manor Fusion Coffee Company 
Heirloom Kitchens Ingham Mora Accountancy 
Jackson Reeves - Lawyers Martelletti Consulting 
Michael Toner law Mount Mantua maker 
Neighbourhood Beer Kitchen Ngatai Ltd 
Omanu Orcas Phil Mangos – Bayleys Lifestyle Real 

Estate 
Prestige framing Shelley’s Hair Design 
Somerset Cottage Restaurant Summit Motor lodge 
Tauriko Players Te Puna Comes to Town 
Thea Straub - Harcourts The Local Plumber 

 


